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CHAPTER R 10 0 

Servicee disciplines and continuity 

Thiss chapter contains a theoretical description and analyses of the service 

disciplinee in the single server queue. We show that in the deterministic 

queue,, it is impossible to tell beforehand which of two service disciplines, 

withh piecewise constant service rates, will produce the smaller queue 

length.. It is shown that a continuous-time queue may be approximated 

byy discrete-time queues. This result is applied to prove a limiting ar-

gument,, thus validating optimality properties so far only obtained for 

discrete-timee queues. 

10.11 Introductio n 

Thiss chapter contains theoretical descriptions and analyses of the service discipline 

inn the single server queue. First we describe the single server queue with determin-

isticc arrival and service times. Using this set-up we discuss the stochastic queueing 

process.. We devote extra attention to the service discipline, since the service disci-

pline,, or to be more precise, the knowledge that it is allowed to use, is often poorly 
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1300 Chapter 10 Service disciplines and continuity 

described. . 

Secondly,, we consider the evolution of two deterministic queues with the same 

arrivall  and service times but with different service disciplines, in the form of a 

game.. By interpreting the outcome of this game in a queueing context, we prove the 

followingg theorem for work-conserving disciplines. A discipline is work-conserving if 

thee server is not idle as long as there is work in the queue. 

Theoremm 10.1 Let <p\ and <p2 be work-conserving service disciplines in two deter-

ministicministic queues with the same interarrival and service times. Denote the queue 

lengthslengths at time t by q\{t) and q2(t). If <f>\  and 02 are not equal, and their service 

ratesrates piecewise constant, then there exists an interarrival-time sequence (an) and a 

serviceservice time sequence (bn) such that 

Qi(t)<q2(t).Qi(t)<q2(t). t>0, (10.1) 

andand the inequality is not an equality f or at least one t > 0. 

Fromm Theorem 10.1 we conclude that from a scheduling point of view, the determin-

isticc queue is uninteresting. 

Thee last part of this chapter deals with the convergence of discrete-time systems 

too a continuous-time limiting system. We show that every continuous-time system 

cann be approximated arbitrarily well by a sequence of discrete-time systems. Using 

thiss result we prove a limiting argument that may be used to transfer results on 

discrete-timee queues to continuous-time queues. In particular, this limiting argument 

validatess Theorems 2.8 and 2.11 in Chapter 2 for continuous-time queues. 

10.22 The service discipline 

Inn this section we describe the service discipline and the available information in 

aa single server queue. Well-known service disciplines like FIFO, LIFO and PS are 

easilyy described and have all kinds of continuity properties. However, far-fetched 

disciplines,forr example the discipline with a priority rule 'if a customer enters in the 

intervall  [3, ir\  and there are at least three customers in the system who are older 

thann 2, then the oldest customer has priority', should not a priori be excluded. 

Wee give two characterisations of the service discipline. First the basic determin-

isticc queue is described and a first characterisation is given. Then we introduce the 

stochasticc queue as an extension of the deterministic queue. The section is concluded 

byy a second characterisation of the service discipline. 
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AA deterministic queue is determined by a sequence a = (a 1,02,...) of non-negative 

interarrivalinterarrival times satisfying J2iai  = °°> a sequence b = (61,62,...) of positive 

serviceservice times, and a service discipline 0, defined in Definition 10.4 below. Let 

ssnn = a\ 4-  + an be the arrival time of the nth customer and let a(t) — sup{A; : 

aii  +  - + ajt < t]  be the number of arrivals up to time t. To define the service 

discipline,, we need the following two definitions. 

Definitio nn 10.2 (Age process) A vector-valued process (h(t), h{t),  *s called 

anan age process with respect to (a, b), where a and b are vectors of positive real num-

bers,bers, if 

 lk(t) is non-decreasing in t and non-negative for all k, 

 YLk {lk(t) — h(s)) <t — s for all 0 < s < t (total rate is at most 1), 

 h{sk) — 0 for all k > 1 (customers can only be served after their arrival), 

 h(t) < bi for alii  > 1 (customers do not receive more service than their service 

time). time). 

Thee function lk{t) in Definition 10.2 is called the age function of customer k. We 

definee the departure time dk of the kth customer by dk = inf{ £ : lk(t) = bk} < 00. 

Thee queue length is given by q(t) = \{i  : li(t) < bi, 1 < i < a(t)}\. 

Forr the deterministic queue we assume that the discipline does not depend on 

thee future, i.e. it does not use knowledge of future arrival times and residual service 

times.. The motivation for this incomplete information of the server, or service 

discipline,, is that it is typical for real life queues. In the definition of the service 

disciplinee below, the notion of available information for the server plays a key role. 

Calll  the Sk and dk the special epochs. 

Definitio nn 10.3 (Availabl e information ) In the deterministic queue, the avail-

ablee information at time t consists of the special epochs that have occurred up to 

timetime t. The information includes the index of the arriving customer, plus the type 

ofof special epoch. 

Thee available information may be described by a set of the form 

{(iJ,r)\ie{s,d}JeN,re[0,t]}. {(iJ,r)\ie{s,d}JeN,re[0,t]}. 

Ann element (i,j,r)  of this set signifies that at time r, customer j arrived (i = s) to 

thee queue, or left the queue (i = d). The service discipline is defined as follows. 
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Definitio nn 10.4 (Service discipline) A service discipline is a map <j>  : (0, oc)N x 

(0.oc)NN — (0,oc)Nx[0-°°\ such that cf>(a.b) = {h(t)J2(t)....)t>0 is an age process 

withwith the following property: 

PROPERTYY  Let [s, t) be an interval that does not contain special epochs. Then for 

allsalls < u < t, the value of the vector (I i(u)J2(u),.. .) depends only on (li(s)J2(s),...) 

andand the available information at time s. 

Fromm Definition 10.4 it follows that the evolution of the queue between two special 

epochss only depends on the state of the system at the first of the two special epochs. 

Sincee the special epochs contain all information, a service discipline may be seen as 

aa map from (a, b) to (s,d) where s = (si.S2- ) and d = {d1.d2,...). 

Inn the stochastic queue the interarrival times Ai,A2,... and service times Bi, B2,... 

aree random variables. A probability measure is put on the space of pairs of sequences 

off  interarrival times and service times. The service discipline is defined in the same 

wayy as in Definition 10.4. In this thesis we denote by V the class of service disciplines 

thatt fit  the stochastic version of Definition 10.4. Hence disciplines in V do not use 

knowledgee of future service times, and SRPT ^ T>. 

Definee Sn = Ai H \-An (the arrival time of the nth customer), let Ln(t) denote 

thee age of customer n at time t and define Dn = 'mf{t : Ln(t) — Bn} (the departure 

timee of the nth customer). Finally let A = (A\..A2,...) and B — {BX,B2 ) Even 

thoughh the arrival and service times are stochastic, between two consecutive special 

epochss the queueing process is deterministic, conditional on the information at the 

firstfirst of the two special epochs. 

Nextt we give a second, more basic characterisation of the service discipline. First 
wee define the following type of functions. 

Definitio nn 10.5 A function ƒ : [O.cc) —> [0, oo) is called a life scenario if /(0) = 0, 

ƒƒ is non-decreasing and ƒ satisfies the Lipschitz condition \f(y) — f(x)\ < \y — x\. 

Lett n e N and Q C {1, 2 , . . ., n). Set Qc = {1, 2 n} \ Q. Define 

j ££ = {(Sl,...,sn;dk,ke Qc)\0 <sx <  <sk,Sj <dj,je Qc} C Rn x RQ\ 

Wee shall denote by LQ the set of all functions ƒ : [0, oo) —> [0, oo)e for which each 

componentt fl: i € Q, is a life scenario, and also ^2ieQfi- An element ƒ € LQ is 

work-conservingwork-conserving if Yli^o f*(t) — t on [0-(X')-

Definitio nn 10.6 A service discipline <fi  is a collection of life scenarios 

<f><f> nn,Q,Q : J® — LQ, n = l , 2 , . . ., Q c { l , . . . , n } . 
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TheThe service discipline is called work-conserving if <f> n,QÜ) is work-conserving for 

allall  n = 1,2,..., all non-empty sets Q C { l , . . . , n }  and every information vector 

Att each special epoch the service discipline provides a new life scenario that describes 

thee evolution of the ages of the customers up to next special epoch. The following 

lemmaa describes the first departure time in a queue with no arrivals, i.e. there is 

onlyy one life scenario. We shall say that a sequence X = {XUX2-,...) of random 

variabless Xn has a density if the vector (Xi,...,Xn) has a density with respect to 

thee Lebesgue measure on Rd for each n. 

Lemmaa 10.7 Let (Bi,...,Bn) have a density g on (0,oc)n. Let ƒ e L O . - . " } , 

SupposeSuppose J27=i M00) = °°' Set D*  = i n f { *  : ƒ*(*) = Bi} <ao fori = l,...,n and 

DD = Di A D2 A  A Dn. Then D has a density. 

Prooff  Assume fi{oo) = oo for some i E {1, 2 , . .. ,n } . This implies D{ < oo a.s. and 

DD < oo a.s. We may assume fi(oo) > 0 for each i, and also P(Bi < fi(oo)) > 0 

forr each i, since else Di = oo a.s. and the index i may be omitted. So condition on 

BiBi < fi{oo) for all i. Then 

P{DP{Dll <t1,...,Dn<tn) = P(B1 < A(*i) , - . ., Bn < fn(tn)) 

rh(ti)rh(ti)  rfn(tn) 
==  I g(xi,...,xn)dxi---dxn-

JoJo Jo 

Wee claim that D\,..., Dn has density 

h{sh{sUU.. . . , « „ ) = ( / ( r ^ l ) , -  , fnHsnMM  f'n(Sn), 

wheree / _ 1 is understood as the inverse of ƒ. Indeed, set xt = fi(si) and pi = fi{U). 

Then n 

 / i ( s i , . . . , 5n ) ^ s i - - - c / sn = / a{x\,---,xn)- -^-dsi...dsn 

r-j r-j 
JoJo Jo 

g(x\,...g(x\,... ,xn)dx\ .. .dxn. 

Iff  (D\,..., Dn) has a density, then so does D = Dx A  A Dn. D 

Definee T = (7\,T2,...) to be the vector of ordered departure times. That is, 

TiTi = min{Dfc,fc e N} , T% is the second smallest departure time, and so on. We 

applyy Lemma 10.7 to the queue with arrivals, and show that the ordered departure 

timess have a density. 
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Theoremm 10.8 Consider a queue with service times B1.B2,..., deterministic ar-

rivalrival  times and a work-conserving discipline. If (i?i, £?2, , Bn) has a density for 

everyevery n eN, then so have the ordered departure times (Xi, X 2, . .. ,Xn). 

Prooff  Let S1.S2.  be the deterministic arrival times. We proceed by induction. 

Lett n e N and assume that (Xi , . . . ,Xn) has a density. We show that ( 7 \ , . . ., Xn+i ) 

hass a density. Condition on {X i = *i, . . ., Xn = tn} and let k = k{tn) be such that 

$k$k < tn < Sk+i- At time tn there are k - n customers in the queue. Rename these 

customerss 1,2,..., n — k and their service times Bi,..., Bn. Conditional on the 

agess of the customers at time tn being l\,..., /&_„ , the remaining service time B* 

off  customer i is B* = [B{  — U\Bi> U]. 

Firstt suppose there are no further arrivals after time tn. Since (B\,..., Bk-n) 

hass a density, so does (B*...., JB£_n). Applying Lemma 10.7 to the queue at time 

ttnn,, in which n — k customers, with service times B*, i = 1 , . . ., n — k, are present, 

yieldss that the first departure after time tn has a density. Call this departure time 

X n + i .. Now let Sfc+i be the first arrival time after tk- Then the departure time Tn+\ 

hass a (conditional) density on (£n,Sjt+i). Conditioning on {X n+i > Sfc+i}, we find 

byy induction that X n +1 has a density on (tn,si) for every / > k. Since the service 

disciplinee is work-conserving, Xn+i is a.s. finite. It follows that Xn+i has a density 

onn (tn, oc). Un-conditioning yields that (Xi , . . ., X n + i) has a density. The induction 

basiss follows from a similar argument. D 

Iff  the interarrival times Ai, A2,.. - are stochastic, then the following corollary follows 

fromm Theorem 10.8 by conditioning. 

Corollar yy 10.9 Assume that conditional on {Ai = ai,A2 = a2 , . . . } , the service 

timestimes (£?i, . . .. Bn) a.s. have a density for all n. If the discipline is work-conserving, 

thenthen the ordered departure times (T\,..., Xn) have a.s. a density for all n. 

10.33 The deterministic queue, a game 

Inn this section we compare the evolution of two deterministic queues with the same 

arrivall  and service times, but with different (work-conserving) service disciplines. 

Onee might wonder whether for any two work-conserving service disciplines (fi\ and 

02,, there exist sequences of interarrival and service times such that the queue length 

underr discipline 0i is never larger than the queue length under 02, and at a certain 

momentt even strictly smaller. Intuitively one would guess that the answer is yes, 
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sincee it appears that service times might be constructed that fit better to discipline 

0ii  than to <p2- However, it seems hard to formalise this idea. 

InIn this section we show that if the service disciplines have rates that are piecewise 

constant,, then sequences as described above exist. In the deterministic queue no 

(probabilistic)) information is available for the server. This implies that in case 

off  piecewise constant service rates, if one uses the queue length as a performance 

measure,, it is impossible to call one service discipline better than another discipline. 

Notee that well-known disciplines like FIFO, LIFO, PS and FB have piecewise constant 

rates. . 

Ourr results and arguments in this section are formulated in the form of a game. 

Thee section may be read without any knowledge of queueing theory. 

Considerr the following game. Two players, Green and Red, each have m pawns, 

indexedd 1,2...., ra, coloured green and red, moving along the half-line [0, oo). 

Thee position of the green pawns and red pawns at time t is given by the vectors 

g(t)g(t) = {g\{t) 9m{t)) and r(t) = (rj(f ) rrn{t)). During the game Red and 

Greenn may perform the following actions. 

Th ee rules At time 0 Red chooses for both colours time slots (trk, t
r
k+1) and (tgk, tgk+i), 

kk — 0 , 1 , . . ., such that tQ = Q~t9) and irkA
g
k — oo as k —> oo. Then Red chooses 

thee speeds at which the pawns will move. Per interval, the speed g  ̂ of pawn k is 

constantt for each k. non-negative, and satisfies ^2kgk{t) = X^fc^'(^) = 1 as l°ng as 

theree are pawns left. Furthermore, there must be an epoch t and an index k such 

thatt gk{t)  ̂ fk(t). 

Oncee Red has announced the intervals and the speeds, the pawns start moving. 

Greenn has now two options. Either he is passive, or he intervenes, at time r say, by 

removingg a number of pawns from the playing field at time r, under the following 

conditions: : 

 the removed pawns were moving, and 

 the removed pawns were ahead of the other pawn with the same index; in case 

theirr positions are equal, they are both removed 

Whenn Green removes a pawn with index k at time r, the lifetime b  ̂ of both 

pawnss with index k is set to the position where the pawn is removed, i.e. b  ̂= 

max{^(r ),, 7>(r)} . If the other pawn with index k reaches the position 6 ,̂ then it 

iss automatically removed. 

Thee moment r a pawn is removed, Red chooses new intervals and new speeds 

forr the pawns of the same colour  as the ones that were removed at time r from 
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thee epoch r onwards. It is essential that Red is only allowed to change the speeds 

off  these pawns. 

T h ee w inner  Let Q{t) denote the indices of the green pawns still on the board 

att t ime t and define Tl(t) likewise. Let G(t) = \Q(t)\ and R(t) = \K(t)\. Red w ins. 

andd the game stops as soon as G(f) > R(t). Green w in s if there are epochs TQ and 

T\T\ such that G(TQ) < R(TQ) and G[T\ ) = 0 = R(TI). Since in this case Red does not 

win.. implicitl y G(t) < R(t) for all / > 0. In the remainder of this section we prove 

thee following theorem. 

T h e o r emm 10.10 Consider the game described above. If at the start of the game 

g(Q)g(Q) = r (0). then there is a winning strategy for Green. 

T h ee idea behind the proof, i.e. the winning strategy for Green, is the following. 

Everyy t ime a green pawn moves ahead of a red pawn (of the same index). Green 

removess the green pawrn (or a number of green pawns simultaneously). In this way 

theree are always more red than green pawns on the field and Green wins, unless from 

aa certain t ime onwards Red does not let the remaining green pawns move ahead of 

aa red pawn. In that case Green has to remove a red pawn that is ahead. If Green 

choosess this red pawn in a suitable way. described in Lemma 10.12. then the green 

pawnn with the same index is removed before the last 'single' red pawn is removed. 

Usingg this strategy Green wins the game. 

Too prove Theorem 10.10. we distinguish the following two states of the game (at 

t imee t). 

 EQUAL(n) : g(t) = r{t)  and G{t) = n. 

 ADV(n) : gk{t) < rk(t) for all Jt G G{t), Q{t) C K{t) and G{t) = n. 

Iff  the game is in s ta te EQUAL(r? ) or ADV(n) , then implicitl y G{s) < R(s) for all 

00 < A' < t. since the game is not finished and Red has not won yet. Note that if the 

gamee is in position EQUAL(n) . it is automatically in position ADV(n). The proof of 

Theoremm 10.10 has the following structure. We first show that Green is able move 

fromm state EQUAL(n ) to EQUAL(n' ) or ADV(».') , for some n' < n. and from state 

ADV(n )) to EQUAL(n' ) or ADV(n') . To prove Theorem 10.10 it then suffices to show 

thatt Green may take an initial advantage, i.e. G(TQ) < R(TO) for some To-

L e m m aa 10.11 Let n € N. Then Green is able to reach EQUAL (n') or bD\J(n') 

fromfrom state EQUAL  (n) for some n' < n. 
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Prooff  Assume that at time 0 the game is in position EQUAL(n). If Red has sched-

uledd so that g(t) = r(t) for all t > 0. then Green may intervene at any epoch r > 0 

andd remove two moving pawns with the same index, and the game will be in position 

EQUAL(n- l ) . . 

Supposee there is a (smallest) time-slot endpoint r > 0 such that g[r) ^ r(r). 

Thenn there is a non-empty set of indices V, such that gk{r) > n-(r) if and only if 

itt e V. and gk(r) > 0 for all k E V. Green intervenes at time r and removes the 

greenn pawns with index in V7 so that G(T) = G(Q) - |V| < n. Hence the system is 

inn state ADV(n') at time r for some n' < n.

Lemmaa 10.12 For any n e N, Green is able to reach EQUAL(n) or ADVfn - 1) 

fromfrom state ADVfn). 

Prooff  Assume that at time r the game is in position ADV(n). First suppose that 

Redd has scheduled in such a way that G(t) — R(t) for some (minimal) t > r. Since 

noo pawns from Q(t) are removed before r, we have Q(t) = 7Z(t). Then the game 

iss either in position EQUAL(n), or there is a A; and a minimal time-slot endpoint r 

suchh that (?fc(r) > Tfc(r). In the latter case there is a non-empty set of indices V 

suchh that <7fc(r) > r^r) if and only if k E V and gk(r) > 0 for all k E V. If Green 

interveness at time r and removes all pawns with index in V, then the game is in 

positionn ADV(n — |V|) at time r and we are finished. In case G(t)  ̂ R(t) for all t 

andd gk{t) > fk(t) for some index k and time t, Green may do the same. 

Hencee in the remainder we may assume that Red has scheduled in such a way 

thatt gk{t) < rk{t) for all k E Q{T) and alH > r and for one index the inequality is a 

strictt one. Since Green cannot win in this way, he intervenes by removing a suitably 

chosenn red pawn. By Lemma 10.13 below there is an epoch T and an index K E Q(T) 

suchh that rK(r) > 0, rK(r) > gk{r) and gk{r*) < rk(T*) for all k E G{T), where 

T*T* = ïnf{t>T:gK(t)=r K(T)}<T+  £ (bk - rk(r)). (10.2) 
ken(t)\g{t) ken(t)\g{t) 

Iff  Green intervenes at time r and removes the red pawn k, then at time r*  the green 

pawnn A; is removed. By (10.2). the last single red pawn leaves not before time r* . 

Hencee at time r*  the game is in position ADV(n — 1). D 

Lemmaa 10.13 If gk{t) < r~k{t) for all t and all k E Q{0), then there are K E OIO), 

TT and T*, such that rK(r) > 0, gj{r*)  < r3{r*)  for all j E Q{0), and 

T*=M{t>T:gT*=M{t>T:g KK(t)(t) = rK(T)}<T+  Yl (h-rk(r)). (10.3) 
keK{t)\g(t) keK{t)\g(t) 
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P r o off  We start the proof with some definitions. Let M denote the set of red pawns 

thatt eventually move after t ime 0. let M + (t) be the subset of pawns that are moving 

att t ime t. and define M°(t) — M -M + {t). Let r - 1 denote the epoch that the last 

pawnn from M s tar ts moving and define ?](k. s) = inf{ 7 > .s : gk{t) = rk(s)}. Hence 

7](k.7](k. s) is the epoch that the green pawrn k reaches the position of the red pawn Â  

att t ime s. Define r*  = minfc{r/(A'. r - 1)}  and let K e {argminA ,eM{i)(k . r ) } } . If 

rrKK(r)(r)  > 0. then r and r*  are the epochs in the statement of the lemma. Indeed, 

sincee gk{r*) < rk(T*) for all k. (10.3) holds and we are finished. 

Assumee in the remainder that ó,-(r) = 0 for all k e {argni in^^{ / / ( / , - . r ) } } . so 

thatt Green cannot remove a pawn k at t ime r. Let. 0 — \nm{i){k. r) : k E M+(T)}. 

Iff  gk(0) < TA.(T) for all k E M°(r). then at t ime r Green removes (one of) the red 

pawn(s)) with index k e M + {r)  for which //(A'.r) = 0, and we are finished. 

Finallyy suppose that there is a k G Mi}{r)  with gk{0) > TA-(T). Let K be (one 

of)) the value(s) of k for which inf{ / > r : #A-(0 > 0 , ( r )}  is minimal. By the as-

sumpt ionn of the lemma. gk(t) < rk(t) for all t and k e G{0). Hence there must 

bee a T < T\ < 0 such that rK ( r i ) > 0. The construction of H implies that for 

r**  = inf{ f > T : gK{t) = rK(n)} we have gj(r*)  < r j ( r* ) for all j e $(()). This 

impliess (10.3). D 

P r o off  of T h e o r em 10.10 The rules of the game state that there exist a k and 

aa t such that gk{t) > fk{t)- Hence there is an smallest time-slot endpoint r and 

aa non-empty set of indices V. such that </A(T) > rk(r) if and only if k e V. and 

ggkk:{T):{T)  > 0 for all k £ V. Removing all pawns with index in V at t ime r then results 

inn G(T) < R(T). At t ime r the game is in position ADV( m — |V|). By applying 

Lemmass 10.11 and 10.12 at most 2(m - |V|) t imes. Green is able to reach EQUAL(O) 

andd win.

Usingg Theorem 10.10 we now prove Theorem 10.1. 

P r o off  of T h e o r em 10.1 If the service disciplines Oi and Ö2 are not the same, 

thenn there exist an interarrival-t ime sequence a. a service-time sequence b. an epoch 

TT and indices k and n such that / [ ( r ) > 11(T). ST< < r < sn + i. and the evolution 

off  bo th queues is the same up to sn. Here Vk denotes the age of customer k in the 

queuee with discipline 4>i and interarrival and service-time vectors a and b. 

NOWTT play the game described in this subsection with the customers present at t ime 

r .. Let their position at the start of the game be their age in the queue at the last 

speciall  epoch before t ime r and let the first rates that Red chooses be the same 

ass the service rates in the queue at t ime r. By Theorem 10.10, player Green can 
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winn the game. In the queueing context this means that there are service times 

b[,...,b[,..., b'n such that the queue lengths in the queue with only n customers, in-

terarrivall  times a\ an and service times b\. b'n, satisfy (10.1). and the in-

equalityy is not an equality. From this finite system we construct an interarrival-

timee sequence a' = (au ..., an, £ " = i  ̂ + 2- 2- 2 ) a nd a service-time sequence 

b'b' = (b[ b'n. 1.1,...) for which the statement of the theorem holds. G 

Wee conjecture that the theorem holds as well if no conditions are imposed upon 

thee service disciplines. Considering those service disciplines in the proof of Theo-

remm 10.1 made the proof too complicated. 

10.44 The limitin g argument 

Inn control theory some continuous-time results are often proved in discrete time. The 

continuous-timee case is then said to follow from a limiting argument. In this section 

wee construct this limiting argument for a single server queueing system. This limiting 

argumentt extends the results of Theorems 2.8 and 2.11 to hold for the continuous-

timee case. For proving the limiting argument we need two convergence results. First, 

forr every continuous-time queue with discipline IT we construct discrete-time queues 

indexedd by n, and operating under discipline nn. such that for almost all i > 0 the 

queuee length in the discrete-time queues at time t converge to the queue length in 

thee continuous-time queue, as n —> oc. Secondly, we show that the queue length in 

thee discrete-time FB queue converges to the queue length in the continuous-time FB 

queue. . 

AA  discrete-time queue is understood as follows. In discrete-time the time axis 

iss divided into time slots [tk-tk+i), k = 1,2,..., such that 0 = tQ < t\ < ... and 

limfc->occ tk = oc. During each time slot [tk,tk+i) the server serves (at most) one 

customer.. This customer has to be present in the queue at time tk. 

Thee section is organised as follows. In Subsection 10.4.1 we describe the problem 

off  finding disciplines 7rn such that the convergence described above holds. A method 

too solve this problem is then developed. In Subsection 10.4.2 we show that using 

thiss method every continuous-time queue can be approximated arbitrary well by 

discrete-timee queues. In Subsection 10.4.3 we prove the convergence of the queue 

lengthh in the discrete-time FB queue to that in the continuous-time FB queue. The 

sectionn is concluded by a proof of the limiting argument. 
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10.4.11 Approximating age functions 

Inn this subsection we describe the problem of finding discrete-time disciplines 7r„ 

thatt approximate a continuous-time discipline 7r in the sense that the queue length 

att t ime t in the discrete-time queue operating under nn converges to the continuous-

t imee queue length for almost all f. as n —* DC. 

Thee discrete-time queues are labelled by n. In each discrete-time queue t ime 

iss slotted. The t ime slots of the nth discrete-time queue are ([^.t j ! +1))fc. where 

00 — VQ < t" < . .. and h i n d oe t% = oc. Let Sn = supf r{fj! +1 - tk} be the mesh of 

thee part i t ion. We assume that <5r, — 0 for n - > x . The distinction between discrete 

andd continuous-time is that in the discrete-time queue the server is allowed to serve 

att  m o st one customer per t ime slot. The discrete-time queue may be also be seen 

ass a continuous-time queue in which the server is not free: he is allowed to serve 

onlyy one customer at a t ime, and is only allowed to change service only at fixed 

t imee points. In the next subsection we show that the queue lengths converge if the 

discrete-t imee age functions converge to the continuous-time age functions in a sense 

specifiedd below. We now formulate the problem in terms of the age functions. 

Wee consider first a determinist ic queue with a finite number (r) of arrivals. Later 

onn the results are extended to the stochastic case with countably many arrivals. Let 

00 = .s'i < s2 <  - < sr be the arrival t imes, and let ƒ*. be the age function of cus-

tomerr k. k = 1 . . . .. r. The functions ft are lif e scenarios, see Definition 10.5. Every 

functionn fk is constant from the moment it reaches a certain level bk onwards. Call 

thiss moment d^. 

Thee task is to find discrete-time age functions f£.k — l . . . . . r. that converge to 

ffkk for n —> oc. In every t ime slot at most one of the functions ƒ f ƒ" has slope 

1.. The other functions are constant. In the discrete-time queue the customers arrive 

att the same arrival t imes S j . , s2 . . .. as in the continuous-time queue. We assume 

thatt the discrete-time server may serve an arriving customer from the next t ime slot 

onwards. . 

Thee difficult y in finding the approximating age functions f J! is that the discrete-

t imee server's knowledge of the functions / i fr is incomplete in the following 

sense.. The evolution of the functions f \ , . . . , fr and the values of the bk are un-

known.. The value bk is revealed to the server in the n th discrete-time queue the 

momentt the age function f J? reaches the level bk- The function f£ is constant from 

thatt moment on, and the remaining part of the time slot the server is idle. If he 

knowss all the special epochs before time t in the continuous-time queue, he knows the 

evolut ionn of the functions / i , . . . , fr up to the next special epoch after t ime t, since 
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thee service discipline is deterministic between two special epochs, see Section 10.2. 

Inn the next subsection we show that for the discrete-time queue lengths converge 

too the continuous-time queue length if the approximating age functions converge to 

thee continuous-time functions in the following sense. 

Definitio nn 10.14 (Tim e lag) Let f and g be increasing functions on [0, oc) which 

vanishvanish in 0. The time lag of the function g w.r.t. the function ƒ at time t is 

AAff,,gg(t)(t) = sup{t - s : ƒ(s) > g(t), 0 < s < t}. (10.4) 

IfIf  f(t) < g(t), then by convention A/ i5(£) = sup0 = —oo. 

Forr notational purposes we write A" = A/^/r1. Our goal in this section is to con-

structt functions f J} under the conditions above such that for alH > 0 and each k 

thee time lags A£(£) converge to 0. We now describe a construction of the functions 

ƒ[*,. . . ,, ƒ" that achieves the goal. 

Thee functions ƒ " , . . ., f™ are determined by choosing for each time interval 

[*fc'*fc+i )) a n mdex i(k,n) E { l , . . . , r } , or no index at all. The function flk then 

hass slope 1 on the interval and the other functions are constant. The index if. is 

chosenn according to the following rule: at each time £jj the function f™ with the 

largestt  (positive) t im e lag with its target function fi is selected. 

Hencee an index may only be selected at time t if ƒ"(£) < fi(t). Since the time 

slotss are shorter than the partition mesh d~n, we have 

f?{t)<fj(t)+8n,f?{t)<fj(t)+8n,  *>0, j = l,...,r. (10.5) 

Furthermore,, every arrival and departure in the discrete-time queue cause at most 

SSnn idle time. Hence 

£ # ( * ) > £ * ( * ) - 2 r < 5 „ ,, * > 0 . (10.6) 
ii  i 

10.4.22 Convergence of the t ime lags 

Inn this subsection we prove that the queue lengths in the discrete-time queues con-

structionn above converge to the continuous-time queue length. The following lemma 

statess that the time legs are eventually smaller than every positive number. 

Lemmaa 10.15 For every e > 0 and t > 0 there exists an n(e,t) such that for all 

nn > n(e,t) 

f?{tf?{t + e)>fj{t), j = l , . . . , r. (10.7) 
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Prooff  Let e > 0 and t > 0. First suppose that /,™{s) > fi(t) + 6n for some 

ii  € {1 r}  and s E [t,t + e). Then there exists a u 6 [t.t + s) such that ƒ" was 

selectedd at time u. and ƒ"(«) > ƒ,(£)  Indeed, if the latest selection of f J1 before 

timee t + £ was before time £. then (10.5) and the fact that the slot sizes are smaller 

thann 6n yield a contradiction. Hence A™(u) < u - t. By the construction of the 

ƒ",, it follows that fjl{u) > f3(t) for all j . Since ƒ" is increasing, this yields the 

statementt of the lemma. 

Hencee assume for the remaining part of the proof that for all s G [t.t + E]. 

f?(s)<fi{t)f?(s)<fi{t)  + 6n. i = l , . . .; r . (10.8) 

Sett 0 = £ {  fi(t + £)- fi(t) > 0 and let n{e, t) be such that 

gl { g=0}}  +6l{9=0} 
oonn < ——-, n > n(e,t). 

Assumee n > n{e,t). First suppose that 0 = 0, and that there is a j such that 

(10.7)) does not hold. We shall derive a contradiction. Since ƒ"(£ + c) < /?-(t), for 

everyy time slot a function f J} is selected. Since there is at most 2rSn idle time, the 

inequalityy £ \ ^{t + e) > £ z / " W + £ - 2r<Sn holds. Combining this with (10.8) 

andd (10.6), respectively for the first and second inequality below, yields 

ƒ"(**  + £) = £ƒ?(*  + *)-£ƒ/*( *  + £) 

>> E J?W + (e " r5n) - £(ƒ,-(*) + <$„) 

>> E ƒ*(*) + £ ~ 3rS» 5Z(/*(*) + <*«) = ) + ^ - 4r<5„  > /.(0-

whichh is the desired contraction. 

Finallyy assume 9 > 0. By (10.6), and the definition of 6, 

EE ft $ + £) ^ E /*(*  + £) "  2r<y« = E /*(* ) + ° ~ 2rSn- (10-9) 
ii  i i 

Thenn by (10.9) and (10.8). 

>> E /*(*)+ * -2rö- - E ^ w + ^ 
== ƒ,(*)+ 0-3rcJn >ƒ,(*), j = l , . . . , r. 

Thiss finishes the proof. D D 
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Corollar yy 10.16 For every s > 0 and t > 0 there exists an n{c, t) such that for all 

nn > n(er.t) 

f?(sf?(s + £)> fj(-s). 0<s<t. j = l r. (10.10) 

Prooff  Fix an £ > 0. By Lemma 10.15, for each k e N there exists an n(e/2,ke/2) 

suchh that for n > n(e/2, k£J2) 

ƒ?((**  + 1)6/2) >fj(£/2). 

Sincee / n is non-decreasing in n, we have for n > max{n(e/2, ks/2) : 0 < k < 2t/t + l} 

thatt f?(ke/2 + E) > f3{k£/2) for each j and each A; < 2t/e + 1. This finishes the 

proof.. G 

Lemmaa 10.17 Let dk and dr£. be the departure times of the kth customer in the 

continuous-timecontinuous-time and the discrete-time queue. Then dT£ —» d  ̂ for n —» oc. 

Prooff  Let e > 0. By Corollary 10.16. d7  ̂ < dk + £ for n large enough. By definition 

off  dk: h{dk — E) < bk- From (10.5) it then follows than Uk
l(dk — E) < bk for n large 

enough.. Hence djj > dk —  which completes the proof. D 

Usingg the technical lemmas above we can prove the theorem. 

Theoremm 10.18 Let Q(t) be the queue length process in a G/G/l queue Q. Then 

therethere is a sequence of discrete-time queues indexed by n, with the same arrival and 

serviceservice times as Q, whose queue lengths Qn(t) satisfy a.s. for almost all t, 

QQnn{t)^Q{t),{t)^Q{t), n^oc. (10.11) 

Prooff  Fix a t > 0. There are only finitely many arrivals in the interval [0,t]. 

Wee prove that (10.11) holds u;-wise. Let fk be the age function of customer A: for 

kk = l , . . . , r, where r is the number of arrivals. Construct the functions (ƒ£) as 

inn Subsection 10.4.1. By Lemma 10.17 the departure times before time t in Qn 

convergee to the departure times in Q, as n —> oo. Since the arrival times are the 

same.. Qn(t) —  Q(t). if t is not a departure epoch in Q. But there are at most r 

departuress up to time t and hence (10.11) holds for almost all s < t. Since f > 0 

wass arbitrary, the result follows. D 

10.4.33 Proof of the limiting argument 

Inn this subsection we show that the queue length at time t in the discrete-time FB 

queuee converges to that in the continuous-time FB queue for almost all t. We then 

combinee this result with Theorem 10.18 to prove the limiting argument. 
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Inn discrete-time queues during any time slot only one customer is served. The 

discrete-t imee FB discipline serves the youngest customer that is present at the begin-

ningg of the t ime slot. The discrete-time FB discipline is not the same as the discipline 

thatt was constructed in the previous subsection to approximate the continuous-time 

FBB queue. This may be seen as follows. When a customer arrives, his age function 

inn the discrete-time queue might not have the largest t ime lag with his age function 

inn the continuous-time queue. Hence under the 'approximating' service discipline he 

iss not served, whereas in the discrete-time FB queue he is. 

Thee result of the following lemma is analogous to (10.5). 

L e m maa 10 .19 Let Lk(t) and Ll{t)  denote the age of customer k at time t in a 

continuouscontinuous and a discrete-time FB queue with the same arrival and service times. 

Then Then 

L*L* kk{t)<L{t)<L kk{t)+ó{t)+ó nn.. f > 0. fe = 1.2 (10.12) 

P r o off  The key observation is the following. Since the t ime slots are discrete, the 

discrete-t imee server cannot react immediately to the arrival of a new customer. As a 

consequence,, he is always behind in serving (one of) the youngest customer(s). We 

proceedd by induction. Suppose (10.12) holds up to the endpoint tm of the mth t ime 

slot.. If L*k{tm) < Lk{tm), then (10.12) holds up to t m + 1. If Lk{tm) < L*k{tm) < 

Lk{Un)Lk{Un) + ^n- then by the observation above. A' is not (exclusively) the youngest 

customerr in the discrete-time queue. By the FB priority rule, the discrete-time 

serverr then gives priority to another customer in the t ime slot [tn,..t?t)+\). Hence 

(10.12)) holds up to t ime tm+\ and the induction is completed. D 

T h e o r emm 10 .20 Let Lk and L*k denote the ages of customer k in the contmuous-

timetime queue, and in the nth discrete-time queue. Then a.s. for all t > 0, as n —> oc, 

L*L* kk(t)->(t)->  Lk(t). freN. (10.13) 

P r o off  Fix a t > 0. Let A(t) and D(t) denote the number of arrivals and departures 

inn the discrete-time queue up to time t. When a customer departs, the server is free 

dur ingg the remaining part of the time slot. Hence every departure in the discrete-

t imee queue causes at most <57i idle time. The first arrival in the busy period may 

causee (at most) 5n idle time, compared to the continuous-time system, as well. Apart 

fromm this the discrete-time FB queue is work-conserving. Hence 

.4(00 .4(0 
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Byy Lemma 10.19 we have L*k(t) < Lk(t) + 6n for every k. Hence 

-4(00 -4(0 

A(t)A(t) A(t) 

>^2Li(t)-6>^2Li(t)-6 nnD(t)-6D(t)-6nn-- Y, (L^) + Sn) 

== Lk(t) - Sn(D(t) + A(t)) > Lk(t) - 2önA(t). (10.15) 

Combiningg (10.15) with Lemma 10.19 yields L*k(t) - Lk(t) < 25nA{t). The result 

followss from noting that P(A(t) < oc) = 1 for all t, and 6n — 0 as n —* oc. D 

Theoremm 10.21 Let QFB and QFB denote the queue lengths in the continuous-time 

queuequeue and the nth discrete-time queue. If the interarrival times or the service times 

havehave a density, then Q B̂(t) —> Q F B (0
 a-s- for almost all t, as n —> oo. 

Prooff  Fix afcGN such that Dk < oo a.s. We show that Dk —  Dk a.s. for n —> oc. 

Thee theorem then follows from the fact that the arrival times are the same in both 

queues.. Let e > 0. By Theorem 10.20, L^(t) —> Lfc(£) a.s. for all i a s n^ oo. By 

definitionn of Dk, 

LLnn
kk{D{D kk-e)^L-e)^Lkk{D{D kk-s)<B-s)<Bkk. . 

Hencee l im n_00 D£ > Dk — e a.s. 

Too prove the reversed inequality, let Dk + A be the first arrival in [Dk. oo). If 

thee service times have a density, then by Theorem 10.8 the departure times have a 

density.. From the assumption of the theorem it follows that either A or Dk has a 

density,, hence A > 0 a.s. Let Q = Q(Dk) denote the queue length at time Dk in 

thee discrete-time queue. If Q — 0, then Dk < Dk and we are finished. So assume 

QQ > 1, let 0 < e' < 1 and set ö = s'A/Q. From Theorem 10.20 it follows that there 

iss a random variable n(5) such that for all n > n(S) both 

Li(DLi(D kk)) -6< L?{Dk) < Li(Dk) + 6 (10.16) 

forr all i, and Sn < Ö. Since customer k departs at time Dk, the FB priority rule 

impliess that Lk(Dk) < mïi k̂{Li(D k)}. Since L7
k(t) < Lk(t) + 5n for all k and t. and 

noo arrivals occur in [Dk,Dk + 2QÖ), it takes at most 2QSn to make all customers 

inn the discrete-time queue older than Lk(Dk). By combining this with (10.16), we 

findd that L7l(Dk + 2Q5) > Lk(Dk) — Bk for all customers i that are present in the 

queue.. Hence Dk < Dk + 2QÓ — Dk + 2s''A for n large enough. Since s and s' were 
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arbitrary,, we have D% —> D  ̂ a.s. D 

Usingg Theorems 10.18 and 10.20. we now prove the limitin g argument. 

T h e o r emm 10.22 ( T he l i m i t i n g a r g u m e n t) Let Q F B ( 0- C M 0 and QFIFOU) be 

thethe queue lengths in three queues with the same arrival and service times, oper-

atingating under the FB discipline, a discipline ix E T). and FIFO. If the service-time 

distributiondistribution has a density and belongs to the class DLR. then 

{QFB(t).t>i)}{QFB(t).t>i)}  <st {QAt}.t>0} < „  { Q F I F O U M > 0} . (10.17) 

ForFor ILK service tunes (10.17) holds with the inequalities reversed. 

P r o off  By Theorem 10.18 there exists a sequence of discrete-time queues indexed 

byy n. and with service disciplines it(n). such that QT^in){t)  —*  Qn{t) a.s. for almost 

alll  t. The discrete-time version of Theorem 2.11 states that for every n there exist 

{Qh(*)-t{Qh(*)-t  > 0}  = { Q F B ( 0 ^ > 0}  and {Qliu)(t).t >_<)}  = {Qn„ (n)(t).t > 0} - defined 

onn the same probabil i ty space, such that QpB (0 < 0w„)(^ ) a-s- f° r aU f > 0. Since 

thee disciplines n and 7r(n) do not depend on the chosen probability space, and by 

construct ionn of 7v(n). also on this new probability space Q " / u ) ( 0 —  C?7r(„)(0 a-s. for 

almostt all t. By Theorem 10.21. QfB(t) converges a.s. to Q F B (0 for almost all t. 

Hencee a.s. for almost all t. 

QFB(*)) = lim QÏB(t)<  Hm Q'l(n)(t) = QAt). 

Sincee C?FB(0 and Qir(t) are right continuous, Q F B (0 < QTT(0 must hold a.s. for all 

tt > 0. Since { Q F B ( 0 - ' > 0}  = { Q F B ( 0 - ' > 0} . the stochastic inequality (10.17) 

followss from Definition 2.10. Finally, the statement for ILR service times follows 

fromm reversing all inequalities. D 


